The Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem is the first known example of an NPcomplete problem, and thousands of NP-compete problems have been identified by reducing the SAT to the problems. Researchers have tried to find a definite mathematical expression that distinguishes among NL-complete, P-complete, and NPcomplete problems such as 2-SAT, Horn-SAT, and 3-SAT. In this paper, we introduce the natural number system hidden inside the SAT structure. We reduce a SAT instance to an integer-programming instance. Then, we focus on the distance from an integral point to the facets of the projected polytope. We newly define a dominant variable, decision chain, and chain coupler as a novel element of a Boolean formula. From the analysis of the SAT structure using the elements, we show that the coefficients of the normal vector of the facet can be expressed with the natural number system of which the exponent is exponential in the input size. Furthermore, we prove that an integral point, which is not contained in the solution region, can locate exponentially near the projected polytope by the number system. Finally, we show that the number system is not formed in 2-SAT, but partially formed in Horn-SAT according to the feasible value of a dominant variable, and always formed in k-SAT (k>2) regardless of the feasible value of a dominant variable. Two questions, NL =? P and P =? NP, have been open problems for several decades. This study presents a definite supporting evidence for the conjecture that NL⊊ P ⊊ NP and a new solving direction for the P versus NP problem.
Introduction
The class P (polynomial) is the set of decision problems that are solvable in polynomial time and the class NP (nondeterministic polynomial) is the set of decision problems for which a solution can be verified in polynomial time. More precisely, a polynomial time algorithm for a problem is a method that solves the problem correctly on every input and takes no more than c•n k time on an input of size n (i.e., O(n k )) for some constants c>0 and k>0. NP is the class of languages that have a polynomial-time verification algorithm. Any deterministic Turing machine can be simulated by a non-deterministic Turing machine with no overhead. Thus, P is included in NP. Then, if a decision problem can be verified in polynomial time, is it possible to solve the problem in polynomial time? This question is the well-known P versus NP problem 1 , which is to clarify the relationship for the inclusion of the classes P and NP. Cook and Levin proposed the question about forty years ago as a problem concerned with the fundamental limits of feasible computation 2, 3 . The NP-complete problem is a problem that belongs to NP and every problem in NP is reducible to the problem in polynomial time. The obvious way to prove P = NP is to show that some NP-complete problem has a polynomial time algorithm. Researchers have found thousands of NP-complete problems since Karp's research 4, 5 . However, although there are so many NP-complete problems, researchers have failed to find a polynomial time algorithm for any one of the problems. Hence, various proof techniques have been studied to distinguish between P and NP with the belief that P ≠ NP. However, all known proof techniques such as relativizing, natural, and algebrizing proofs are insufficient to prove that P ≠ NP. Baker, Gill, and Solovay showed that P = NP with respect to some oracles, while P ≠ NP for other oracles. Hence, the P versus NP question cannot be solved by any of the proof techniques that separate complexity classes relative to an oracle 6 . Every polynomial-time computable function can be expressed by a circuit with a polynomial number of gates 7 . From this relationship, exponential lower bounds have been proved for restricted circuit models such as monotone circuits 8, 9 and bounded depth circuits with unbounded fan-in gates 10, 11 . However, Razborov and Rudich proved that if one-way functions exist, no natural proof method could distinguish between P and NP 12 . Although one-way functions have never been formally proven to exist, most researchers believe that a proof or disproof of the existence of a one-way function would be much harder than clarifying the relationship of the classes P and NP. An algebrizing proof was successfully used to prove several complexity theories such as IP = PSPACE 13, 14 and PCP theorem 15 . However, Aaronson and Wigderson showed that algebrizing technique is fundamentally unable to resolve the barrier problem of P versus NP. They pointed out that the reason for the incapability to solve this problem is the failure of opening the Boolean formula wide enough. Thus, it needs to probe the Boolean formula in some deeper way for further progress 16 .
In this paper, we introduce a novel idea to analyze the Boolean formula more deeply. The Boolean or propositional satisfiability (SAT) problem is to determine whether there exists a feasible set to satisfy a given Boolean formula. SAT is the first known example of a NP-complete problem and thousands of NP-compete problems have been identified by reducing the SAT to the NP-complete problems. There are several special cases of satisfiability problem. The k-SAT determines the satisfiability of a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) where each clause is limited to at most k literals. Especially, 3-SAT is contained in the 21 NP-complete problems researched by Karp. Class NL (nondeterministic logarithm) consists of the decision problems that can be solved by a nondeterministic Turing machine with a read-only input tape and a separate read-write tape whose size is limited to be proportional to the logarithm of the input length. The NL-complete problem is defined as a decision problem where the problem belongs to NL and has the additional property that every other decision problem in NL can be reduced to the NL-complete problem. 2-SAT belongs to the NL-complete problem 17 . Similarly, the P-complete problem is defined as a decision problem included in P and every problem in P can be reduced to the Pcomplete problem by using an appropriate reduction. Horn-SAT belongs to the Pcomplete problem 18 , which consists of Horn clauses that contains at most one positive literal. XOR-SAT is another special case of the SAT where each clause contains exclusive OR operators rather than the OR operators. XOR-SAT belongs to P since an XOR-SAT formula can be solved in cubic time by Gaussian elimination. There are only six tractable (polynomial time decidable) cases in SAT: 2-SAT, Horn-SAT, dualHorn-SAT, XOR-SAT, instances satisfied by the all '0' assignment and instances satisfied by the all '1' assignment. Otherwise, the SAT problem can be reduced by 3-SAT. Therefore, SAT is polynomial time decidable or NP-complete because 3-SAT is NP-complete. This relationship was termed the Schaefer Dichotomy Theorem 19 . However, we do not know whether 3-SAT can be polynomial-time decidable up to now. As shown above, SAT contains NL-complete, P-complete, and NP-complete problems. Thus, SAT is a good research subject to search for some intrinsic property that appears only in NP-complete problems. There have been no ideas for a deep analysis of the SAT structure. We newly define a dominant variable, decision chain, and chain coupler based on the characteristics of the SAT. Through the analysis of SAT structure using the dominant variable, decision chain, and chain coupler, we derive the natural number system hidden inside k-SAT (k>2). In addition, we show that the number system is not formed in 2-SAT, but partially formed in Horn-SAT according to the feasible value of a dominant variable, and always formed in k-SAT (k>2) regardless of the feasible value of a dominant variable. Thus, this study gives us clear answer for the following research question: Is there any definite mathematical expression to explain why Horn-SAT has an intermediate property between 2-SAT and 3-SAT?
Definitions of a dominant variable and decision margin
We need some sort of a measure in order to assign a suitable value to a variable. It is natural to expect this measure to be represented by a number indicating a definite physical meaning. Hence, we reduce a given SAT instance to an integer-programming instance to express the measure as a distance that represents geometric relationships. For example, let us suppose that a Boolean formula in CNF is given:
If we change the literals such as 'X' and '¬X' to variables such as 'x' and '1-x', and a logical operator '˅' to an arithmetic operator '+', then the constraints for each clause to be satisfiable are converted to inequalities:
We can convert eq. (2) to the matrix-vector notation by reflecting the constraint that all variables have feasible regions between '0' and '1':
In general, every clause is converted to a pair of inequalities:
In eq. (4), p and n indicate the number of positive variables and negative variables respectively. These bounded inequalities form a polytope. We can apply exact algorithms such as cutting-plane method and branch-and-bound method in order to acquire an integral point contained in the polytope, although they are not polynomial time algorithms 20, 21 .
Let us suppose that we acquired a solution set for a given integer-programming instance. If there is a variable that takes only one value of '0' or '1', we term this variable a dominant variable. If there is a dominant variable, the number of integral points that must locate outside the polytope, which represents the solution region, is exponentially increased as the number of variables in the SAT instance increases. For example, we must verify that 2 n-1 integral points in n-dimensional space are not included in the polytope in order to confirm that a variable cannot be assigned with '0' or '1'. We term these points as infeasible points. We can draw 2 n-1 lines that pass on one of the infeasible points and another point, where the dominant variable takes a different value from the selected infeasible point and the other variables take the same values with the selected infeasible point. These lines are termed as decision lines. The intersection point between a decision line and a facet is termed a decision point. The decision point becomes a cut-off point to confirm that the infeasible point is not included in the polytope. The feasible region of a variable is determined by the union of the feasible regions on 2 n-1 decision lines. We need to verify that all 2 n-1 infeasible points are located outside every feasible region on 2 n-1 decision lines. Therefore, if we want to realize a polynomial-time algorithm to solve a given SAT instance, we must reduce the number of decision lines by eliminating the related variables or projecting the polytope to the lower dimensional space. If we project the polytope to ddimensional space, the number of decision lines becomes 2 d-1 . The smallest distance from the infeasible points to the decision points in projected polytope is termed a decision margin. The decision margin is applied only to the dominant variables because infeasible points are generated only when a variable is a dominant variable. Figure 1 describes the concept of the decision margin and the relationship of the defined terms. The number of facets in the projected polytope is exponential in the input size by the McMullen upper bound theorem 22, 23 . The number of decision points is calculated by the multiplication of the number of decision lines and the number of facets. Hence, although we project a polytope to a lower dimensional space in order to reduce the number of decision lines, the number of decision points is still exponential. We cannot calculate all decision points in polynomial time. Thus, if there is a polynomialtime algorithm to acquire a feasible region, the algorithm must search for the nearest facet or estimate the decision point of the nearest facet by some estimation algorithm. Every estimation algorithm needs to set a tolerance, which is deeply related with the decision margin. Therefore, the size of the decision margin is important to an estimation algorithm. We will show that the decision margin of the polytope projected to the lower dimensional space can be exponentially small in k-SAT (k>2). We need some novel ideas to prove this property without calculation of the exact equations of facets. We introduce the concept of decision chain based on the characteristic of SAT.
Concept of the decision chain
Let us suppose that we synthesize a SAT instance containing a dominant variable. If we remove the dominant variable from all clauses of the SAT instance, the new generated CNF must be unsatisfiable. Otherwise, the removed variable can be assigned with both '0' and '1' as a feasible value. This contradicts the definition of a dominant variable. Hence, we first synthesize an unsatisfiable CNF and then insert a dominant variable in order to make a SAT instance that contains a dominant variable. We can think of various types of an unsatisfiable CNF. However, we focus on the characteristic of a clause. A clause consists of a disjunction of literals. Therefore, a clause is satisfied if any one or more variables take '1' when the coefficient of the variable is positive and take '0' when the coefficient of the variable is negative. We want to synthesize an unsatisfiable CNF that has a similar satisfiability property with a clause from the point of view of a dominant variable. We can make this CNF with the conjunctions of implication chains such as X→Y in the simplest manner. For example, CNF X 1 ˄(¬X 1 ˅X 2 )˄(¬X 2 ˅X 3 )˄…˄(¬X k-1 ˅X k )˄¬X k satisfies this condition. For this reason, we define decision chain as an unsatisfiable CNF that becomes satisfiable if any one or more clauses are satisfied by a dominant variable that will be inserted. Figure 2 shows decision chains expressed with the types of chain and matrix. Figure 2 (a) represents the three simplest decision chains expressed by chain type. In order to generate the desired size of a decision chain, we first make two clauses consisting of one variable that has different coefficients. This configuration becomes the minimum size of a decision chain. Second, we insert a dominant variable to the clauses in order to satisfy the constraints of the two clauses simultaneously. The dominant variable connected to a decision chain must have the same coefficients in all clauses contained in a decision chain. Otherwise, the decision chain is always satisfied because at least one clause is satisfied regardless of any value of the variable. Thus, all coefficients of the dominant variable inserted in the clauses must be the same value or '0'. Third, we make an unsatisfiable CNF by adding one clause containing the same dominant variable assigned with a different coefficient from the coefficient of the dominant variable in previous step. We can extend the size of the decision chain by repeating the above process. The underlined value such as '1' in a double circle was used to express that the coefficient of the variable is changeable to '0'. We replace the coefficients of a dominant variable and decision chain with a rectangular block for an easy graphical explanation as shown in Fig. 2(b) , 2(c), and 2(d). Figure 2(b) shows one example of a decision chain and dominant variable consisting of three clauses. In the rectangular region of a dominant variable, at least one coefficient must be '1' or '-1' and all other coefficients must be the same value or '0'. The decision chain including k 1 clauses is designated as C(k 1 ), and the dominant variable connected to
, where '-' indicates that the feasible value of the dominant variable is '0', and the value k 2 means the number of '1' or '-1' in the rectangular block. Figure 2(c) shows the structure of the decision chain containing n clauses. Block-A indicates the coefficients of x i (1≤i≤n-1). In order to satisfy the unsatisfiable condition of the CNF, the last clause must not be satisfied by the values of x i (1≤i≤n-1) when the dominant variable takes '0'. If all coefficients are '0', this condition is satisfied as the simplest case. Figure 2 (d) shows a new decision chain constructed by the coupling of two decision chains connected by one dominant variable with different coefficients. Column and row exchanging does not affect the satisfiability. Thus, we can exchange columns and rows to make a decision chain in a matrix.
Structure of SAT based on the decision chain and a dominant variable
Let us consider when two or more variables are connected to one decision chain. Figure 3 (a) describes a decision chain connected by m+2 variables in 3-SAT. We can easily verify that decision chain C(m) can be connected by at most m(k-2)+2 numbers of variables in k-SAT (k>2). Figure 3(b) shows a decision chain and k numbers of dominant variable candidates. y i (1≤i≤k) are not dominant variables because if one of the k variables takes '1' when the coefficient of the variable is positive and takes '0' when the coefficient of the variable is negative, the other variables can take any value. On the contrary, variable y 2 must take only '1' to satisfy all constraints in Fig. 3(c) . Therefore, y 2 becomes a dominant variable. In this case, two decision chains were connected by variable y 1 . We term this variable chain coupler. In Fig. 3(c) , if n 1 and n 2 are all '1', the two decision chains are combined to one decision chain. Figure 3(d) shows another SAT instance existing inside a given SAT instance. At least one positive variables connected to a decision chain must be assigned '1' or at least one negative variables must be assigned '0' to satisfy all constraints of the clauses constructing the decision chain. This condition must be satisfied in all decision chains. Thus, every decision chain generates a new clause consisting of variables y i (1≤i≤q), and the new generated clauses are combined with the AND operation. This process makes a new CNF. All decision chains are satisfied if and only if the new CNF is satisfiable. That is, the SAT of {x 1 , …, x p , y 1 , …, y q } is satisfiable if and only if the SAT of {y 1 , …, y q } is satisfiable. Now, let us investigate the structure of a CNF in terms of the dominant variable candidates, decision chains, and chain couplers. One decision chain must have only one dominant variable by the definition of the dominant variable. None of the other variables except for a dominant variable connected to the same decision chain must affect the satisfiability of related clauses. Otherwise, the dominant variable can be assigned with both value of '0' and '1'. This means that each of the other variables connected to the same decision chain with a dominant variable must be connected to another decision chain as a dominant variable because the variable must take only one value. Figure 4 (a) shows four decision chains connected by chain couplers such as y 1, y 2, and y 3 . 
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±D(a 13 Fig. 4(b) . A SAT instance consists of multiple decision chains coupled by chain couplers.
Number system of a facet in a projected polytope
We will show that the coefficient of a dominant variable in inequalities generated from the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method 24 can be expressed by the natural number system of which the exponent is exponential in the input size. As mentioned above, the generated inequality corresponds to the facet of projected polytope, and the number of facets is exponential in the input size by the McMullen upper bound theorem 22, 23 . We assume that all decision chains have the simplest configurations like Fig 2(a) . This assumption makes it easy to calculate the coefficients of the inequality generated by linear operations. If we add all clauses contained in a decision chain, the variables consisting of the decision chain are all erased because these variables have different coefficients as a pair according to the above assumption. In Fig. 4(b) , we can make a new inequality that remains only dominant variable candidates x i (1≤i≤k) using the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method. First, we multiply all clauses contained in C(m 1 ) by n 2 and all clauses contained in C(m 2 ) by n 1 . We then add the clauses contained in the decision chains C(m 1 ) and C(m 2 ). Second, we multiply all clauses contained in C(m 2 ) by n 4 and all clauses contained in C(m 3 ) by n 1 n 3 . The value n 1 n 3 indicates the multiplier of chain coupler y 2 generated during the previous elimination process. We then add the clauses contained in the decision chains C(m 2 ) and C(m 3 ). If we repeat this process, all variables consisting of the decision chains and chain couplers are erased, and the new generated inequality is expressed as: b a x a x b a a n a n n a n n n a n n n i
where b min and b max are integral numbers.
Lemma 1. The normal vector of a facet in the projected polytope can be expressed by the natural number system of which the exponent is exponential in the input size in k-SAT (k >2).
Proof. In eq. (5), if we assign '1' to n i where i is an odd number, and assign b to n i where i is an even number, then the coefficients of x i (1≤i≤k) is expressed by the number system with basis b as: We can extend eq. (6) as:
In eq. (9), symbol x   means the largest integer that does not exceed x. This value is exponential on n because c and d are constants, and b can be assigned with any value satisfying eq. (7). ■
Number system in tractable problems
Horn-SAT is the one of the hardest problems among the tractable SATs in the sense that it is a P-complete problem 18 . We know that 2-SAT is NL-complete, Horn-SAT is P-complete, and 3-SAT is NP-complete. In addition, we predict the relations of NL, P, and NP as NL⊊ P ⊊ NP. Therefore, we expect Horn-SAT has an intermediate characteristic between 2-SAT and 3-SAT. Then, is there any definite mathematical expression to explain why Horn-SAT has an intermediate property between 2-SAT and 3-SAT? The following lemma gives us the answer to this question.
Lemma 2. 2-SAT and XOR-SAT do not form the natural number system and Horn-SAT partially forms the number system according to the feasible value of a dominant variable.
Proof. The number system is formed by the role of the chain coupler. Thus, if we cannot make multiple-connected chain couplers, the number system cannot be formed. The decision chain in 2-SAT is connected by at most two variables as shown in Fig.  5(a) . Thus, all chain couplers can be connected to a decision chain only once as shown in Fig. 5(b) since at least one variable must be used for a dominant variable or another chain coupler. As a result, the number system is not formed because exponent b becomes '1' or '-1' in eq. (9). A clause that has a positive variable assigned with '1' or a negative variable assigned with '0' is always satisfied regardless of the values of other variables in normal SAT. Therefore, two or more connections of a dominant variable in a decision chain do not affect the satisfiability. However, the concept of the multiple-connection is not valid in XOR-SAT. We can make a decision chain with XOR-SAT as with normal SAT as shown in Fig. 5(c) . However, if we simultaneously add the same variable in two or more clauses contained in the same decision chain, the number of the multiple connections affects the satisfiability of the decision chain. As a result, the number system cannot be formed in XOR-SAT because we cannot make a multipleconnected chain coupler and multiple-connected dominant variable candidates. 
Fig. 6. The structure of Horn-SAT
We proved that 2-SAT does not form the natural number system and 3-SAT forms the number system. Then, If Horn-SAT has an intermediate characteristic between 2-SAT and 3-SAT, how can the intermediate characteristic for the number system be expressed? Horn-SAT has at most one variable with a positive coefficient in all clauses. Due to this constraint, only one positive variable can be connected to a decision chain, as shown in Fig 6(a) . This positive variable can be used as a dominant variable candidate or chain coupler. Figure 6(b) shows the case when the positive variable is used as a chain coupler. In this case, the number system is formed. However, Fig. 6(c) shows when the variable is used as a dominant variable candidate. In this case, the positive variable can be only once connected to all decision chains as a dominant variable. Therefore, the number system cannot be formed because we cannot make multiple-connected dominant variable candidates where the feasible value is '1'. Dual-Horn-SAT does not form the number system when the feasible value of a dominant variable is '0' in a tautological sense. ■
Size of the decision margin
In order to calculate the size of the decision margin, we assume that the coefficients of the dominant variable candidates are all positive values without loss of generality in Fig. 4(b) . If all variables except for x 1 are '0' in Fig. 4(b) , then variable x 1 becomes a dominant variable. Thus, x 1 must take only one value of '1'. In addition, the feasible region of x 1 must not include the integral point where x 1 =0. We can change eq. (5):
The decision margin becomes min 1 / ba because the value of x 1 in infeasible points is '0'. Now, let us calculate b min . We assumed that decision chains are formed in the simplest type. In eq. (4), the minimum value of a feasible region is the same to the sum of negative variables plus one and the maximum value is the same to the number of positive variables. Thus, we can calculate b min by counting the negative variables. Figure 7 shows two examples of a chain coupler configuration to form a natural number system. shows when the feasible value of a chain coupler is '0'. The minimum value of the inequality generated by addition of total clauses contained in C(m 1 ), C(m 2 ), C(m 3 ), and C(m 4 ) becomes 0, 0, 0, and 1 respectively. We can easily verify that the minimum value of the final inequality generated by linear operations to eliminate chain couplers becomes '1' in both cases. We can assign a 1 any exponential value by Lemma 1. As a result, the decision margin of a projected polytope can be decreased to an exponentially small value in k-SAT (k>2). Now, we will prove the exponentially small decision margin without the limited constraint for the number of multipliers of the chain coupler by using the property of a dominant variable. Here, let us focus on the difference of the feasible regions of a variable in different decision lines. Lemma 3. If the natural number system of which the exponent is exponential is formed, decision margin decreases to an exponentially small value.
Proof. Let us suppose that we eliminate a set of clauses extracted from a given CNF to make variable x 1 take both '0' and '1'. Then, some variable must play the role of a dominant variable among the dominant variable candidates. Let us suppose that this elimination affects the feasible values of only x 1 and x 2 . Then, all variables are '0' except for x 1 and x 2 in eq. (5). We can change eq. (5):
If variable x 2 is assigned '1', then x 1 is not a dominant variable anymore and x 1 can take both '0' and '1' as a feasible value. In this case, at least one point among the previous infeasible points must be included in the projected polytope.
We can change the inequality (11) by adding the condition that x 2 =1: (12) . Therefore, the decision margin must be less than or equal to a 2 /a 1 . We can make a 1 any number of exponential size and a 2 any number of polynomial size by Lemma 1. As a result, the decision margin of a projected polytope can be decreased to an exponentially small value in k-SAT (k>2). ■ Theorem 1. The smallest distance from an integral point to the projected polytope does not decrease to an exponentially small value in 2-SAT, but partially decrease in Horn-SAT, and always decrease in k-SAT (k>2), according to the formation possibility of the natural number system.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is completed by Lemma 1, 2, and 3. ■
Algorithms for solving Horn-SAT based on the decision margin
As we know, the problem of Horn-SAT is solvable in linear time. A polynomialtime algorithm for Horn-SAT is based on the rule of unit propagation 18 . Let us think about another algorithm for Horn-SAT considering the decision margin. If the feasible value of a dominant variable is '1', infeasible points are located far enough from the polytope to separate with any estimation algorithm in polynomial time. However, if the feasible value of a variable is '0', infeasible points can locate exponentially near the polytope. As a result, if a variable takes only '0', the acquired feasible region of the variable by an estimation algorithm in polynomial time can include both '0' and '1' because the decision margin is exponentially small. However, if the variable takes only '1', we can acquire a feasible region including only '1' using the same algorithm. We can make a Horn-SAT solver considering this condition as follows: Estimate each variable's feasible region of a given Horn-SAT instance with some iterative estimation algorithm such as linear programming in polynomial time. Select variables of which the feasible region includes only '1'. Assign '1' to the variables and assign '0' to all the other variables. Verify satisfiability of the instance with assigned values. If the instance is satisfiable, print 'accept' and print the set of assigned values. If the instance is unsatisfiable, print 'reject'. This algorithm has a polynomial number of calculation steps and does not require exponential accuracy for the applied estimation algorithm because the decision margin is not exponentially small when the feasible value of a dominant variable is '1'.
Discussion
We showed the natural number system hidden inside the SAT as a clear mathematical expression for the classification of 2-SAT, Horn-SAT, and k-SAT (k>2) for the first time. We verified that Horn-SAT has an intermediate property between 2-SAT and k-SAT (k>2) regarding the formation possibility of the natural number system. It is known that NL⊆P and P⊆NP, but unknown if NL=P and P=NP. These questions have been open problems for several decades. As we know, 2SAT is NLcomplete, Horn-SAT is P-complete, and k-SAT (k>2) is NP-complete. Therefore, the formation possibility of the number system becomes a definite supporting evidence for the conjecture that NL⊊ P ⊊ NP.
In addition, researchers have treated SAT as a set of polynomial Boolean functions. This is the first study verified that SAT must not be treated as a set of polynomial functions in the process of the linear operations. It was an open problem whether the coefficients of an inequality generated by the cutting plane proof system for a SAT instance are polynomially bounded. Researchers believed that cutting plane proofs with large coefficients are highly non-intuitive 25 . We showed the case when the coefficient of the inequality generated by Fourier-Motzkin elimination method becomes an exponentially large value. Therefore, against their expectations, the coefficients of an inequality generated by the cutting plane proof system are not polynomially bounded.
Finally, we showed that an integral point, which is not included in the solution region, could be exponentially near the polytope by the number system. Here, the process of solving a given SAT instance leads to an important question:
"Is it possible to separate an integral point from the polytope with a polynomial number of calculation steps when the point locates exponentially near the polytope?"
If it is impossible to separate the point from the polytope, the formation possibility of the natural number system becomes an algorithmic barrier that distinguishes among NL, P, and NP. We have not known how to prove the P versus NP problem for a long time. This paper presents a new solving direction for the problem. More deep research based on the result of this study will give us a proof not only for the P versus NP problem but also for the NL versus P problem.
